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Blood
Oranges
Dylan Brennan
from blood oranges
(penny dreadful, 2015)

To avoid the mosquito swarms
and yield to exhaustion I flung
my bones upon a high temple.
In gratitude for my quiet
slumber I sowed eight seeds
brought with me from Cuba.
The papas must have tended
to them after my departure
for they grew quickly and bore
heavy fruit – the first of its kind,
the first round valencianas to be
devoured and smelt in New Spain.
Who was the first to ingurgitate
a segment and allow the sticky
juice to caramelise the soil?
In the time of peace
after the friendly subjection
of the Indians of Guacasualco,
like many conquistadores,
wooed by the gold and fine pastures
for sheep, I returned to settle
at that good harbour.
I did not fail to look for my orange
trees. I found them where I’d left them,
ochreous and bloody at sundown.
Upon my land, after transplantation,
they flourished uncommonly.
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Mexican Waves

by Alan Jude Moore

Maurice Riordan The Water Stealer
faber and faber, 2013

Dylan Brennan Blood Oranges
the dreadful press, 2014

I

could say our geography matters little
when discussing poetry, but for the sake of
grounding this estimation in something,
let’s imagine that it does.

n dealing with their respective locales,
their closeness to and distance from
the mother country, Blood Oranges
and The Water Stealer – recently
published collections by poets from Ireland
who have made their base in another
country – address in different ways the
accommodation each poet reaches with
where they are and how that sits with
where they are from. In doing so, among
other things, both collections cast light on
the question of (national) identity and its
importance, or lack of it, for the artist.
Brennan in Mexico and Riordan in the UK
give us quite different impressions of the
poet as foreigner. A sense of foreignness,
we might say, is something poets must
embrace whether they leave their country
or not: poetry that is too cosy, too readily
accepted and too easily consumable will
rarely excite. Furthermore, we might
suggest that poetry anyway is the language
of some other undefined country (where the
more we visit the more we realise that what
we thought was everything is just a small
part of something else entirely: a continent
where we had imagined an island). We

As poets, Brennan and Riordan are at
different (not opposite, why invent distances
where they do not exist?) stages: Blood
Oranges is a debut collection from Brennan
and also from Cork’s Dreadful Press. The
Water Stealer, on the other hand, is Maurice
Riordan’s fourth collection with Faber and
Faber, following the award-winning The
Holy Land (2007).
Several extant reviews of The Water Stealer
(it was published in 2013) have already
pointed out that this is the product of
a well-established poetic imagination;
Riordan has been carving out his way
steadily since his own debut, A Word from
the Loki, in 1995. His subtle lyrics, a distinct
pastoral streak and keen observational eye
are present of course, and coupled here
with a sense of invention and freedom – he
moves between forms, subject, place and
time with the assuredness of a poet who
knows his craft. The poems bear the seal of
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a poet who takes his time; there is nothing
hurried in this work. At a time when poetry
is increasingly expected to be instant, to act
as a sort of elevated Twitter feed, there is
much to admire in Riordan’s approach. He
alludes to this in the Italian beach scene,
‘Postcard from San Benedetto del Tronto’:
‘Man alone is a restless pendulum: / Mr
Happy, Mr Worry, Mr Mean, / popping inand-out of quantum moods’.
A strength of Riordan’s is to take the local,
the colloquial even, and turn it outward as
he does in ‘The Navigator’, one of several
elegies in the collection. Here Riordan
doesn’t just give us the past as some sort of
nostalgia, rather he sees it as a rich seam to
be mined and brought into the present:
Let me repeat a local’s words, wind-caught
as the seas heaved and stretched to Reykjavík:
Wasn’t he very brave, Brendan! She shouted,
Brendan the Navigator – to go out on that
without map or guide in his scrap of currach.
Riordan’s approach also highlights an issue
that rears its head intermittently, often
in times of social or economic crisis: the

assumed conflict between poetry that is of
its time and poetry that aims to be timeless.
Are they mutually exclusive or do they
inform each other? Certainly topicality is
more often than not the enemy of a good
poem. On the other hand, as our literary
forebears in antiquity would probably
tell us, current events have long been the
mainstay of enduring epics. Likewise, the
reputations of many writers of the canon
have been enhanced by their responding
to current events. Of course that is the key,
responding and not simply reacting. Both
Riordan and Brennan demonstrate how a
measured response outdoes the infuriated
rant nearly every time. Take, for example,
‘Now in Rainbows’, from Brennan, where
the death of a young Mexican man is treated
exactly, without sentimentality, and the
lesson we are told, with a weighted anger, is
that ‘there is nothing to be learned / from
this’.
There is a linguistic freedom in Blood
Oranges: several of the poems feel as if
they have been composed in Spanish and
translated back into the author’s own
English, which of course might be the first
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language in his head but it is not what he
hears or sees every day. This distance from
his or her native language affords each
writer a certain freedom – it brings them
back to it with new shapes in their mouth
and new collisions in the ear. The ability
to see English in a different light comes to
poets anyway, but it’s no harm to get some
extra help along the way.

not as an incorporated entity but as a place
where we can look for glimpses of details
the poet reveals of Mexico: the joy he takes
from its colour and variety; its cultures,
history and peoples; its struggles and
resistances; and the life he shows coursing
through it. These poems reflect various
facets of his adopted homeland and in doing
so encourage us to discover them where we
find ourselves as well.

Brennan writes not as a foreigner
commenting on a country he finds himself
in, but as a writer drawing from the place
where he lives. These are not postcards or
travelogue: there are roots to the poems.
Throughout Blood Oranges, his writing
revels in the paradoxes and contradictions
of Mexico. These, and the opportunities
they present, outweigh any sense of loss of
a homeland that haunted twentieth-century
literature from Ireland.

Take for example this, from ‘Danzante’:
A mess of flesh of bisected scrotum –
young man what did they do to you?
Between your thighs, the cunty
petals of Longley’s Sheela-na-gig
or the fluttering blossoms
of urethra, stamen-plugged?

Brennan blends Ireland and Mexico
together in several poems, finding the
points of intersection between the two
countries: both ex-colonies, dominated by
more populous neighbours and playing
catch-up economically. The imagery and
language, however, also illustrate very
distinct differences between the two places:
the pressures may be similar (empire,
Catholicism, et cetera), but Brennan’s
poems show us how the effects have varied,
and while we have had (and still have) our
violence in Ireland, it’s a far cry from the
everyday violence taking hold in several
areas of contemporary Mexico. In this
context, the mention of something Irish in
these poems serves almost as a reminder to
keep some perspective, that while we may
think things are bad (and they are certainly
worse than they should be) there are
places where the outcomes of post-colonial
struggles have been far more visceral.

In Zapotec, English, Spanish,
the plaque tells your nethers
were mutilated: your blood spurts
for sun.
This is not to suggest that there is a surfeit
of violence in this collection: more that
there is a healthy quota of realism and a
distinct lack of unnecessary sentimentality.
Elsewhere in Blood Oranges Brennan’s
poems are gentler, funnier, sadder, and
at times more violent, but there is a
personality threaded through them that
maintains its poise, that knows that these
are poems and, at the same time, that these
are only poems. They are poems that bow to
life but are not bowed by it: one of the tricks
of a poet is to do the same. Having read
this debut collection, I have little doubt that
Brennan has the talent to continue doing so.

Reading through these poems, with
their occasional Irish inflections and
interjections, reiterates how much our
view of where we come from is coloured by
where we are. There is a view of Ireland here

Alan Jude Moore is the author of four
collections, Black State Cars (2004), Lost
Republics (2008), Strasbourg (2010) and
Zinger (2013), all from Salmon Poetry.
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arlier this year, after a public vote and a jury selection, RTÉ and Poetry Ireland
announced an impressive shortlist for the title of Ireland’s best-loved poem (‘A
Poem for Ireland’), from which Seamus Heaney’s ‘When all the others were away
at Mass’ emerged as first among equals. The other nine poets on the shortlist were
Eavan Boland, Paul Durcan, Patrick Kavanagh, Louis MacNeice, Derek Mahon, Paula
Meehan, Ailbhe Ní Ghearbhuigh, Seán Ó Ríordáin and WB Yeats. As a testament to the
riches remaining in the storehouse of Irish poetry, Trumpet asked a number of randomlyselected poets and civilians to nominate two poems from two poets who don’t appear on
the shortlist. Here are the results of this most unscientific of surveys.

PAT COTTER, poet
Thomas McCarthy, ‘The Dying Synagogue
at South Terrace’: The poem contains
McCarthy’s signature cadence and original
turns of phrase. But also, it demonstrates
how an Ireland exists which isn’t solely the
Ireland of the Gaels. It’s a serious poem
which deals with issues of memory, origin
and belonging and how people living on this
island are occupied with concerns which lie
beyond the confines of our own shores.
Patrick Galvin, ‘Madwoman of Cork’: The
fact that the poem is set in Cork has little to
do with its appeal. What first appears to be a
surrealistically humorous poem with balladlike refrains and music, works out on closer
reading to be a treatment of loneliness
and dementia in old age. It is a reminder
that the real experience of many people
cannot be adequately conveyed through the
medium of social realism or common sense
reportage.

onto what the Troubles were like to live
through, what it was like to be surrounded
by sectarian menace as the ordinary weather
of a day.

BELINDA MCKEON, writer
Rita Ann Higgins, ‘Some People’: This is a
poem which every politician should have to
read and in fact memorise before they are
allowed to draw a salary in Ireland.
Colette Bryce, ‘Derry’: Because it is a
staggering, powerful and personal window

IGGY MCGOVERN, poet
Paul Muldoon, ‘Cuba’: In Muldoon’s ‘Cuba’
the world invades Collegelands in the guise
of the 1960s missile crisis. The ultimate
‘confessional’ poem with a hair-trigger last
line: ‘He brushed against me, Father. Very
gently.’

OLIVIA O’LEARY, broadcaster
Moya Cannon, ‘Night’: This poem is
literally marvellous. Moya Cannon is
ambushed by a starry night in Connemara.
She gets out of her car to look and catches
the giddiness of that experience, staring
up at a glittering loft full of discarded stuff,
ploughs and belts and bears. I love this
shining poem.
Kerry Hardie, ‘Ship of death’: Children,
even adult ones, don’t want to face the fact
that their parents will leave them. We have
all known that bewilderment, or we will
know it. This fine poem catches that sense
of being abandoned, the anger and the
desolation of watching a parent prepare for
death.
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Oliver St John Gogarty, ‘Ringsend’: In
‘Ringsend’ Ireland is a red-headed whore
whose wild breast must be ‘redressed / From
… / Imagined, outrageous, / Preposterous
wrongs’. Peace is ‘The sound … / Of the
lapsing, unsoilable, / Whispering sea’.
ERIN FORNOFF, poet
Colm Keegan, ‘Memorial’: An
extraordinary, nuanced portrait of the end
of a young life, crafted to emphasise the
regret and irrevocable momentum of its
loss. It is levelling, surprising, a poem that
doesn’t leave you, ever.
Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin, ‘The Second
Voyage’: ‘The sea was still frying under the
ship’s side’ – the poem deserves its place for
that image alone. You can chew and swallow
the words and phrases here, and it ends in
such an elegy, with such atmosphere.
BARRY MCGOVERN, actor
Thomas Kinsella, ‘Ancestor’ and Mary
O'Malley, ‘St John's Eve’: Two wonderful
poems concerning loss and absence. To say
more would be redundant. They are poems.
CAITLÍN NIC ÍOMHAIR, postgraduate
Eoghan Ó Tuairisc, ‘Aifreann na Marbh’:
Eoghan Ó Tuairisc's masterful poem on the
bombing of Hiroshima splices details from
a daily commute through Dublin city with
the repeated realisation that, cliché though
it is, life is ‘changed, changed utterly’ from
this moment on, the innocuous specks
of dandruff and dust hinting at our own
impotence and vulnerability in the face of a
weapon of such power.
Biddy Jenkinson, ‘Mis’: Perhaps a cheat
in that it is a book-length poem, Biddy
Jenkinson's lavish rendering of an old story
of grief and healing has it all – sex, death,
violence, humour, romance, loss, and
incredible insight into our ability to heal
and destroy ourselves and each other.
AFRIC MAC AODHA, poet
Biddy Jenkinson, ‘Gleann Maoiliúra’
(‘Glenmalure’) and Máire Mhac an tSaoi,

‘Ceathrúintí Mháire Ní Ógáin’ (‘Mary
Hogan’s Quatrains’): Both these poems are
tried and true winners. Both take life by the
throat; both share a mutinous truth.
Beagbheann ar amhras daoine,
Beagbheann ar chros na sagart,
Ar gach ní ach bheith sínte
Idir tú agus falla …
– from ‘Ceathrúintí Mháire Ní Ógáin’
I care little for people’s suspicions,
I care little for priests’ prohibitions,
For anything save to lie stretched
Between you and the wall …
MYLES DUNGAN, broadcaster
Tom Kettle, ‘To my daughter Betty, a gift
from God’: Written to his infant daughter
just days before his death in September
1916, Kettle offers a raison d’être for his
participation in the Great War as – in his
own words – ‘a bloody British soldier’.
His tangible motivational sincerity in
offering this apologia to the child who,
as it transpired, would never know her
father, adds to the poignancy of this
exquisitely painful and beautiful sonnet.
His assertion that he died, ‘not for flag, nor
King, nor Emperor / But for a dream, born
in a herdsman’s shed, /And for the secret
scripture of the poor’, can be taken at face
value. Kettle was fighting, not for Home
Rule or the British Crown, but for, as he saw
it, European civilisation.
Brendan Kennelly, ‘The Man Made of
Rain’: I sat entranced while Brendan read
an extract from his ‘out of body’ long poem
in the Edmund Burke Hall in Trinity a few
years ago. Perhaps all poetry is created in
the space between life and death but this
poem was, apparently, written after serious
heart surgery when the poet must have
been at his most vulnerable and honest.
The central image of the visitation from the
‘man made of rain’ was simultaneously bold
and ordinary. The memories of the reading
still recur.
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LEONTIA FLYNN, poet
Paul Muldoon, ‘Incantata’: At the risk
of suggesting a Northern Irish bias, I’ll
nominate the elegy ‘Incantata’ by Paul
Muldoon from The Annals of Chile. It’s as
formally tricksy and allusive as you’d expect
from Muldoon, but all the erudition and
digression is powered by a real heartfelt loss
at its core. It makes me cry.
Medbh McGuckian, ‘Visiting Rainer
Maria’: I’ve studied this poem (from
Marconi’s Cottage) over the years, and the
fact that most of its lines are borrowed from
a book about Osip Mandelstam is just part
of its brilliant madness. It manages to say
something about erotic desire and feminine
inspiration, and also be a kind of smartarsed experiment.
MÁIRÍN NIC EOIN, academic
Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill, ‘An Mhaighdean
Mhara’: A powerful study of loneliness and
displacement, drawing on the rich imagery
of Irish mermaid legends.
Colm Breathnach, ‘Trén bhFearann Breac’:
One of the best poems I know about how
Irish speakers can feel like strangers in
their own land. It also communicates the
sense of loss felt by those who feel cut off
linguistically from their own cultural history.
DAVID WHEATLEY, poet
Samuel Beckett, ‘what is the word’: You’d
think that after six decades of writing
Samuel Beckett might have picked up a few
insights into how to make his poems flow.
As ‘what is the word’ testifies, apparently
not. This is Beckett’s last piece of writing,
and a wonderful meditation on the art and
act of poetry-writing and the never-ending
quest for the next word.
Trevor Joyce, ‘Cry Help’ (from Courts
of Earth and Air): This is a version of
Aodhagán Ó Rathaille’s ‘Cabhair Ní
Ghairfead’, and is a wonderfully headlong
torrent of bafflement, anger and pain at the
death of a culture. If Ó Rathaille had been an
English-speaking bluesman, I imagine his
poem might have sounded a little like this.

LELIA DOOLAN, producer
Denis Devlin, ‘The Tomb of Michael
Collins’: a glorious mourning elegy for our
shattered Ireland.
Rita Ann Higgins, ‘The Power of Prayer’:
With irreverent sensual gusto, Rita Ann
Higgins always shows another side of us.
Many poems come to mind; ‘The Power Of
Prayer’ has to be the one for now:
We did the Creed,
a blast of the Beatitudes
the black fast was mentioned,
the Confiteor was said
like it was never said before,
Marie Goretti was called
so was Martha,
we climaxed on the Magnificat.
After that it was all personal stuff.
– from ‘The Power of Prayer’
NESSA O’MAHONY, poet
Paul Muldoon, ‘Incantata’: Muldoon’s poem
in memory of artist Mary Farl Powers has
to be one of the great elegies of twentiethcentury Irish poetry; it is sincere, restrained
and unbelievably moving.
Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill, ‘Ceist na Teangan’:
I can’t think of a poem that better captures
the cultural dilemma of the Irish language,
and those who write in it. Her use of the
fable of the Pharaoh’s daughter sending
her infant out in a reed boat beautifully
encapsulates a sense of fragile yet
indomitable faith in our native language.
PAUL LENEHAN, editor
Michael Longley, ‘Ceasefire’: In praise of
compromise, in hope of reconciliation, this
is a poem about the Trojan War and
about the Troubles, a poem for troubled
times and places everywhere.
John Montague, ‘Like Dolmens Round
My Childhood’: Now a dolmen himself,
majestic and monumental, this is
Montague’s awed homage to the dramatis
personae of a rural childhood and of their
passing into ‘that dark permanence of
ancient forms’.
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Filleadh
ar an
gCathair
Ailbhe Ní Ghearbhuigh

Anocht
ag filleadh dom,
blaisim allas na cathrach faram.
Deas liom a taiseacht.
Preabann an Aimsir Láithreach
gan aire ó gach balla
i mbrothall an tráthnóna.

from péacadh
(coiscéim, 2008)

Admhaím go músclaíonn
gás sceite
sceitimíní ionam.
Is fíor nach gcítear
luí na gréine
i bhfairsing’ spéire:
Cacann an oíche
idir foirgnimh arda
gan rabhadh.
Ach lasann soilse neon
cúinní coimhthíocha mo chroí.
Faoiseamh a gheobhadsa
ar mo ghrianán gealaí,
mo chluas le hamhrán tráchta.
shortlisted for
‘a poem for ireland’
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from

Aftermath
Theo Dorgan
from nine bright shiners (dedalus press, 2014)
winner of the irish times poetry now prize, 2015

Autumn turned over into winter; the garden
lay silent, nothing flew above the half-cut lawn,
a broad stripe pared to the bone,
a swathe of lank grasses, seed heads bowed.
The house was a well of grief. Silence
poured out of it and kept on pouring
into the garden, over the wall,
out over the houses, into our dumbstruck lives.
A call plunged from a satellite and a family died,
the pieces falling forever, blast shards
from the mirror of shadows, unbearable rain.
The same rain falling all over the world.
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WIVES OF
THE POETS
by Catriona Crowe

David Park The Poets’ Wives
bloomsbury, 2014

W

hat do we think a poet’s wife
should be? Helpmeet, muse,
doormat, housekeeper,
amanuensis, antagonist,
equal? Poets’ wives are as various as wives
in broader society, but have to live with art
as a powerful character in the relationship,
a more or less difficult challenge depending
on the personalities involved. The relative
fame of the poet plays its part too. And what
if the poet’s wife is herself a poet, like Sylvia
Plath? It’s probable that most poets’ wives
and partners prefer these days to be known,
not as appendages to a great (or not) artist,
but as persons in their own right.
David Park has written about three poets’
wives, two real, one fictional, and portrays
them more or less in the muse/helpmeet
category. The first is Catherine Blake,
meek wife of visionary William Blake,
who worships her husband despite being
denied sex after a miscarriage, and who
seems content to live only to help him

with his admittedly fascinating drawings
and watercolours. One longs for her to
have some agency of her own, to be less
dependent and a little more demanding, but
her adoration remains undimmed. It might
be historically incorrect to assign her some
backbone, but this is fiction, after all.
The second section deals with the
formidable Nadezhda Mandelstam, wife
of Osip, who perished in Stalin’s labour
camps in 1938. Park gives us a tour-deforce sequence where Nadezhda stands in
an interminable queue to deliver a parcel
to her husband, unaware that he is already
dead. She preserves his dangerous poetry by
memorising it all, to be transcribed when it
is safe to do so. She has told her own story
in a magnificent memoir, Hope against
Hope, and while Park is heavily indebted
to it, he makes her story his own, and
conveys a tragic but enduring relationship
with skill and subtlety. Nadezhda is no
meek amanuensis; she is a resourceful,
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Why these three women? Why mix fiction
and biography? What thread should we
discern between Catherine, Nadezhda
and Lydia, other than the bald fact of their
having been married to poets? It’s not easy
to tell. The book reads largely as three
dissociated chunks, with nothing much to
tie these women together over the centuries
and decades. The most powerful section
is Nadezhda’s, because it is based on a
real woman who would stand out in any
society, and with any husband or none, for
her courage, insight and talent. The same
cannot apply to the other two. Park had a
chance with Lydia to try something other
than the put-upon spouse who endures
her station for the sake of art not of her
own making, but he chose not to do it.
And while there are lovely moments in
her story, particularly in the relationship
with her daughters (Park is, after all, an
accomplished novelist), she doesn’t amount
to enough to engage us fully.

imaginative woman who does what she
does for her husband as much as a way of
assuaging grief and keeping his memory
alive for herself, as to preserve his work for
posterity.
The third wife is completely fictional –
partner to a recently deceased Northern
Irish poet who has treated her extremely
badly, mainly by cheating constantly on her
but even worse, by stealing her grief for his
poetry after the death of their adult son.
Despite his callous, selfish behaviour, Lydia
still regards his work as one of the most
important things in her life, and somehow
worth all the suffering. The fact that his last,
unpublished poems refer to a long-standing
affair he’d been engaged in, with nothing at
all about or for her, does not tempt her to
throw them on the fire in the little cottage
on the coast where she is waiting to scatter
his ashes into the sea, but to earnestly
resolve to see them in print. We are led to
believe that he’s not even that great a poet.
Lydia began as a muse, became a helpmeet
and ends as a doormat.

Are we really still stuck with the template
of the adoring, self-sacrificing woman
whose only desire is to please her godartist husband? Has the second wave of
feminism passed poets’ wives by, or do
they forget it when they marry? I don’t
think so, and I doubt if David Park does
either. Unfortunately, his final choice in
this strange book puts us firmly back into
the pre-Betty Friedan past. A last troubling
thing about the book is the strange
disregard for punctuation, long sentences
without commas or semi-colons to break
them up. It takes Jamesian skill to get away
with that, and it’s not in evidence here. This
tendency is least apparent in Nadezhda’s
chapter, when her own beautiful prose
obviously affects the narrative.
Catriona Crowe is Head of Special Projects
at the National Archives of Ireland, and was
one of the jury for the ‘A Poem for Ireland’
campaign to find Ireland’s best-loved poem.
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by Christodoulos Makris

ne of the major themes to
emerge from Yes But Are
We Enemies 1 – last year’s
Ireland-wide tour of poetry
collaborations that I produced and cocurated with SJ Fowler as an extension
of his remarkable UK-based Enemies
Project, and which involved more than
40 poets – was a thirst from audiences for
new ways of engaging with poetry. Writing
that relies on tried and tested methods of
composition and on the perpetuated myth
of the sole inspired genius is insufficient
and increasingly irrelevant in our era of
multiple cross-culture, cross-border and
cross-language connections. Though still
in its infancy, the impact of the internet
and other digital platforms – just like the
invention of the printing press before them
– cannot be ignored, not only as publication
mediums but as new environments through
which poetry is made and understood.
Collaboration is just one way in which
old rigidities are disturbed: through it we
are encouraged to remove ourselves from
subjectivity and reboot our writing modes
by coming upon outside sensibilities,
thereby becoming compelled to explore
common – meaning new – creative ground.

My editorial and curatorial activities,
in common with my writing practice,
revolve around an investigation of the
spaces in which contemporary uses of
language become poetry – but also how
various approaches towards writing can
come together and suggest new directions.
Although the poetry world is small,
especially in Ireland, divisions between
those working in different modes tend to
result into even smaller factions. The lines
become vividly drawn, and at times lead
to bemusing spats and feuds. Labelling
poetry in nationality or other identity terms
functions as an extension of this tendency
to separate.
The curatorial aspect of poetry as a serious
practice that feeds into the writing of it and
vice versa is a relatively new phenomenon:
as with many compositional techniques and
strategies like collaging or conceptualism,
it follows in the steps of visual art practices
but comes to be widely accepted as a
valid form of engagement many years
later. The extent of this time delay is often
incomprehensibly long: how adequately has
poetry responded to the implications of the
readymade as a valid art object, for instance
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– with readymades having appeared more
or less one hundred years ago?
When I was asked by Fingal Libraries to put
together a public project focusing on the
appreciation of poetry and its possibilities,
a series of events challenging the lack of
cross-fertilisation between ‘schools’ or
‘scenes’ instantly appealed to me. For the
resulting project, which took place in
various library branches over four weeks
in February and March 2015, and which
we called cross-stream: ways of writing 2, I
asked eight poets generally writing out of
disparate traditions to each present a short
talk on the compositional process behind
one of their poems. Giving pairs of poets
with diverse, sometimes clashing, writing
philosophies the platform to dissect their
work was an exercise in demystifying the
poetic process and elucidating individual

approaches by exposing them to a contrast.
But it was above all an invitation to
audiences – fellow writers, students, general
readers – to question assumptions about
what poetry is and what it can do. The
suggestion was that out of these interactions
various routes towards a new and multiform
understanding of poetry may begin to
emerge.
We heard from Enda Coyle-Greene,
through a discussion of her triptych
‘Antithesis’, how her technique relies on
instinct, and that her work, though it can
be of various lengths and forms, emerges
in distinct units. Maurice Scully works on
a larger scale, thinking in compositional
terms of several books, and illustrated
this through examples from his latest
publication Several Dances (Shearsman,
2014). There’s a musical focus in each of
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their practices: in Coyle-Greene’s case an
aural quality indicates, after as many drafts
as are required, the ‘rightness’ of a poem;
while in Scully’s there’s an emphasis on
musical architecture as a huge symphonic
structure that plays with syllable and
sound, as well as everyday life and chance
– a fly that lands on the paper on which
he writes earns a place in the work – as
elements of composition. For Harry
Clifton, the language found in traditional
poetry appeared removed from the urban
environment and the prose cadences of the
1960s he grew up with. So he developed
an early mimic sensibility, using as a
touchstone the work of Thomas Kinsella,
that matured into a practice where imagery
from diverse geographical locations is
employed as a prism through which to
consider the universal. After delivering
a short history of visual poetry, Susan

Connolly explained how an encounter
with the work of bpNichol became the
catalyst for her practice becoming directed
away from a traditional mode towards
‘patterning’. She ran through more than 30
drafts that were to become her piece ‘One
Hundred and Six Days’, indicating how and
why marks, letters and colours came and
went in a quest to find a confluence of word
and image that did justice to her subject.
The power of Karl Parkinson’s poetry in
performance leads audiences to assume, as
admitted by attendees at his talk, that it’s
an outpouring captured in a single writing
session. ‘An Urban Elegy (For Edward
Towell)’ indeed began in one ‘prosey’
splurge; in subsequent drafts it expanded
in detail and with specific, concrete
references. He then becomes interested in
how the poem sounds, with excess words
or entire sections being removed – with
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these sometimes becoming the basis
for different poems. Lines are carefully
carved, measured by breath beats. This is
an approach he shares with Pat Boran,
who riffed on Parkinson’s presentation by
talking about the permeability of borders
between poems. Does turning the page
mean we are in the realm of a new poem?
Boran also put forward the argument that
solving problems of form is what distracts
the poet so that the expression of what’s
crucial appears unbidden. Alan Jude Moore
employed Moscow’s metropolitan map and
transport system to provide the structure
for his long sequence ‘Perexhod [per-ehhod]’. The notion of ‘underground’ suggests
the marginalisation of political opposition
in Russia – while the poem, written in
Dublin, offers a parallel commentary on
events here. Lines and images are repeated
through the many sections like refrains,
while chance connections to the history
of Moscow uncovered in the process of
composition add further layers to the poem.
Chance is also present in the birth of the
sequence Máighréad Medbh chose to break
down: an encounter – a haiku moment –
during a morning walk, and what happened
to be playing on her iPod at that instant
(Wagner), led to a journey of investigation
into the histories of Japan and Germany,
with the poem growing into a meditation
on guilt. There’s no narrative or an attempt
to guide an interpretation. News reports
and other borrowed texts are interspersed
within the poem as an exercise in the
creation of meaning.
In a recent essay 3, the novelist Tom
McCarthy writes: ‘the notion that we might
need some person, some skilled craftsman,
to compose any messages, let alone incisive
or “epiphanic” ones, seems hopelessly
quaint’. Poetry has long suffered from a
perception that material which doesn’t
pass through a romantic notion of the
self cannot or should not qualify. There’s
widespread reluctance to accept poetry
that emerges out of how we communicate
today, and which offers a reflection of

current conditions filtered through the
very materiality of language. At the same
time, writing that values the process of
its composition at least as much as its
product is routinely dismissed or at best
misunderstood. Copying and re-framing
already existing texts (a form of curatorial
writing), producing texts algorithmically,
or appropriating symbols and tools
we use daily in the realm of written
communication (text-speak, cut and paste,
translation engines, et cetera) – and through
which actions a poet might investigate
social, cultural and political concerns – is
still met with resistance, sometimes anger.
Then there’s sound poetry, constrained
writing, erasures and many other forms
and processes which are hardly new, but
for some reason have not been taken up
even remotely widely by poets, in Ireland
especially. All of which brings us back to the
question of poetry’s time lag.
Notes:
http://yesbutisitpoetry.blogspot.
com/2014/07/yes-but-are-we-enemies.html
2
http://yesbutisitpoetry.blogspot.
com/2015/02/cross-stream-ways-of-writing.
html
3
Tom McCarthy, ‘James Joyce would be
working for Google’, The Guardian, 7 March
2015
1

Christodoulos Makris’s most recent book
is The Architecture of Chance (Wurm Press,
2015). He is the poetry editor of gorse
journal. Twitter: @c_makris
Articles on the compositional process by
poets featured in this article will appear in
future issues of Trumpet.
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Cinderella,
Backwards

after John Glenday and Angela Carter
Claire Dyer
from eleven rooms (two rivers press, 2013)

Happily Ever After he unbends his knee,
plucks a glass slipper from her perfect foot,
thinks, Surely, this should be fur?
Next, he uncurls his lip at the bloodied
stumps of some sisters' toes, mounts
a vast black stallion and rides away
as an invitation is unprinted,
a Ball unplanned, exquisite footwear
is never left upon a stair. And she goes back
to midnight to unchime the clock,
dance in reverse with a man who will one day
unsearch for her while six footmen
return to mice, a golden coach to pumpkin
as an orchestra untunes, her dress re-rags,
an impossible Fairy Godmother dissolves to dust.
And there will be a Prince somewhere
who unbelieves in love again as she sweeps
Once Upon A Time back in through the door.
—17—

Catching Up
Sheenagh Pugh
from short days, long shadows
(seren books, 2014)

My mother becomes younger by the day
since she died; she has only ten years
on me now. Side by side, we’d be sisters:
she, still, the bossy elder who knows best
about everything, but that won’t last.
I shall look back at her from my seventies
before long, saying this is how it is,
the age you never reached. Maybe
it will be she, then, who follows me,
and I who show her places I know
that are new to her. More likely, though,
I shall address my wisdom to her back
as she grows smaller, retracing the track
I came by, still going her own way.
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by Afric McGlinchey

Angela Carr
How to Lose Your Home & Save Your Life
bradshaw books, 2014

Jean Kavanagh Other Places
salmon poetry, 2014

Victoria Kennefick White Whale
southword editions, 2015

I

n her debut, How to Lose Your Home &
Save Your Life, Angela Carr speaks with
the authority that comes from fighting
for her home in a six-year dispute
with the bank, resulting in a review by the
Supreme Court: ‘I’ve been in my foxhole
for three years now, / dug in behind enemy
lines’ (‘Occupied’). This is a poet who has
lived long enough with the debt-drowned
aftermath of economic incompetence and
political corruption, and she’s angry. At
times, her wit is visceral. In ‘Litigation
for Beginners’ she informs us she acted
as her own lay litigant in a room ‘filthy
with testosterone’: ‘I wonder / what the
collective noun might be: an assassination /
of barristers, a pomposity, a hiding, a ditch?’
She is not cowed, however. ‘I am not a
butterfly’, she writes in another poem: ‘I will
not be pinned’ (‘I am not a Butterfly’).
		
So, when in ‘Medusa’ Carr writes: ‘At night,

I dream of fire and wake up burning’, the
‘burning’ suggests not so much the suffering
of a victim, but the empowering rage and
passion of a warrior who will not accept
defeat. I am reminded of Sylvia Plath’s
‘Lady Lazarus’: ‘Out of the ash / I rise with
my red hair / And I eat men like air.’ While
this passion focuses on the darker aspects
of contemporary life, Carr is also aware
that potent emotion is capable of being
converted into something more enriching
and liberating. In ‘Afterlife’, she speaks about
‘The rage I may one day know as love’. This
beautiful villanelle addresses a ‘wild spirit,
unbroken by / the might of oceans, the
gravity of stars’, which may well, like the
horse in ‘Ursula’, be another aspect of the
poet herself.
			
In ‘Making Lace’, a lament for a lost child,
the poet balances clarity of language with
poignancy: ‘When the youngest sighed
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and gave up breath, / another tooth-mark
in the bony soil, / you took up your needle
and thread / and conjured him as a fivepoint star’. The poem is a tribute to the
stoicism of a mother who endures her
sorrow by creating something delicate to
commemorate her child’s short existence.
The most moving poem here is ‘Ruby
Bridges Goes to School’, which tells the true
story of the black child who in 1960 entered
a white school – William Frantz Elementary
School in New Orleans – for the first time
in the USA. The rest of the school evacuate
the building in protest, bar one teacher
who ‘met you with a hug at the open door,
// sat next to you at your wooden desk, /
jump-jacked and danced with you at recess’.
The poems ends: you ‘whispered / your
prayers – courage, to keep their fear at bay’.
This is a beautifully-wrought collection,
one a reader will want to return to both for
its melancholy music and its fiery spirit.
Angela Carr celebrates courage especially in
the face of adversity.
Jean Kavanagh connects with people,
whether she’s in Oslo, Clare, Dublin or
on a South Dakota Indian reservation.
Shortlisted for this year’s Strong / Shine
award, Other Places is divided into four
sections, each named for one of these
locations, all of which Kavanagh has
called home. She’s a storyteller, and these
poems are, for the most part, narratives,
her voice as natural and unassuming as
a conversation in a pub. More prosaic
than lyrical, there are, however, images of
arresting particularity that stay with the
reader: ‘this strange hippy-chick standing /
staring at Dawson Street traffic / as if it were
a meadow’ (‘Morning Break, Waterstone’s’).
As with Carr, she has experienced setbacks,
after which, ‘joy died inside me / like a
child / I never gave birth to’ (‘The Tower’).
There’s a longing for home, for a place
to belong to, but also a lightness of spirit
that carries her through low times: ‘all this
sea and sky / open me out to possibilities’
(‘Leath Inis’). Her dreaming nature looks

ahead to ‘who we will become’ and back to
‘who we’ve been’. But she realises that ‘in
looking back, we’ll say / the monumental
years / were those that came between’
(‘Every Goodbye’).
There is often a fey charm in the tone: ‘the
trees are / kind, sometimes they dance / on
purpose, because they know / I miss the
wind’ (‘Birkelunden’). Unlike Carr, who as
a child prises open a doll’s head, Kavanagh’s
world is filled with fairies and magic; even
as an adult she feels she’s living in a doll’s
house: ‘I imagine / great big hinges / on
the corners of the walls, / opening out for
me’. Even in her lonely moments she’s a
romantic, noticing how: ‘all over this city /
love is always finding itself ’ (‘The Kissing
Spot’).
Kavanagh’s poems improve the further
into the collection you read. The last,
most lyrical section, ‘Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation, South Dakota’, was shortlisted
for the 2012 Patrick Kavanagh Award.
Without stridency she highlights travesties
that have occurred: ‘a six-year old girl / sent
out with a white flag, / shot down’; and,
‘Indian scalps, to the stage / of the operahouse, thrown / to triumphant applause /
for their god-given right / to dominion;
/ over red broken bodies, / white broken
promises, / and bluecoats, seeking gold’
(‘Sand Creek, November 1864’).
		
‘The Irish-Lakota Dictionary of Resonant
Words’ is another powerful poem, split into
two columns, with corresponding words
echoing each other. Here are a few: ‘Roisín
Dubh / Unci Wakan’; ‘The Fighting Irish /
The Savage Indian’; ‘Tuatha Dé Dannan /
White Buffalo Woman’; ‘No Dogs No Irish /
Prairie Niggers’. She begins to think like the
Native American women, and ‘put my peace
face on’ after a night of drunken violence
(‘Bad Medicine’). She becomes one of them,
sitting in a playground, ‘sipping at the dusk
through straws / laughing, like all girls
everywhere’ ('Girls on Pine Ridge').
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clouds, / my mother’s curlew scream’.
Kennefick wonderfully transcends this
moment as she sees her mother running
towards her, ‘disjointed’. Suddenly she is in
a boutique changing room watching her
mother ‘cry at her reflection distorted in a
fluorescent mirror. // The weight of her past
made flesh on her hips ... my blind hands
all over the body. // Grasping, desperate to
hold onto something real, / not knowing
what that was.’

In ‘Deadwood’ she imagines being a
hooker whose dreams and illusions include
‘husbands and wealth, / silk and fine
bonnets’; in ‘How to Marry a Millionaire’,
she humorously writes: ‘Step 1: / Stop
hanging out with musicians’. Mostly, by
tapping into her own ancestral roots, she
finds common ground with people from
different cultures. In ‘A Mother’s Advice to
her Daughters’, she is reminded: ‘Never be
afraid / to call on ancestors – / they always
understand / the future’. Kavanagh is a
seeker, and this collection illuminates both
her humanity and humility.
Victoria Kennefick was joint-winner
of the 2014 Fool for Poetry Chapbook
Competition (along with Victoria Astley for
The Curative Harp), and her White Whale
is now beautifully printed by Southword
Editions with a striking cover image by
Lora Zombie. The opening poem, ‘Beached
Whale’, graphically describes a child
mistaking the enormous corpse of a whale
for ‘a washed-up tree’. The images transform
the memory in slow-motion detail: ‘digging
my little hands into something far too
pliable’; ‘the seagulls circling like squalling

From whales to Russian stray dogs, her
subject matter is refreshingly unexpected
and her images are witty and fresh: ‘dogs are
smarter, they obey traffic lights, / find kiosks
where men shave meat, / canine-tongue
thin’ (‘Archaeology’). For a mother ironing,
with a cat for company, shirts are ‘steamed
into submission’. The iron becomes animal:
‘the beast hot on his shirt’. Again, Kennefick
is a small child, reaching up to touch ‘the
creature’ whose breath ‘scalds’, leaving a ‘flat,
scaly, / dragon skin’ (‘Iron Dragon’).
Kennefick’s gift is to describe intense
moments that render the reader’s own
similar early memories with a pleasurable
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immediacy. In ‘The Quietest Place on Earth’,
she evokes the hush of an examination
hall, where ‘the in-and-out of your body /
tries to hide in your throat’, while outside
the window, there’s the ‘strata of concrete,
cars, people, / birds swifting, sky traffic’. In
‘Zero’, ‘the funeral bell moaned for you, /
rolled around our valley like a crazy marble’.
Kennefick manages to avoid sentimentality
while evoking the heart-wrenching death
of a childhood sweetheart: ‘I spend the
summer of my sixteenth year at the disco
/ watching the shadows of others / press
together, flatten themselves against the
wall’ (‘Zero’). Other poems describe the
discovery of a bloated calf in a river, a
fishing experience with her father, the
personification of a derelict boat: ‘My mast
broken into points, / my sail flaps in tatters,
loose angry skin’ (‘Marie Céleste’).
Kennefick’s voice is conversational, intimate,
confessional, inviting. There are frequent
references to body parts, not prettified at all:
‘All eyes and teeth like an angry dog. / Your
skin a scorched and hanging thing / keeping
sin in’ (‘Clarence’). There’s an effervescence
to the way Kennefick uses language that

exhilarates, yet she refrains from spilling
into excess: ‘Sun flaunts its limbs along the
wall – // my body perves to lie with it, the
mad yellow.’ There is a thoughtful balancing
of childhood and young adult experiences
with meditations on ageing, illness and
mortality: ‘The ocean takes us all’, she
writes, ‘the sky too, / on reflection’.
Despite some minor flaws (inappropriate
punctuation, some unnecessary semantic
ambiguity), this beautiful chapbook delivers
a new voice that brims with life: a whale
surging outwards, hovering in the light and
lashing its tail before diving below again, to
seek the unknowable.
Afric McGlinchey’s collection, The lucky
star of hidden things, is published by
Salmon Poetry. She has won the Hennessy
Emerging Poet Award, a Northern Liberties
Poetry Prize (USA), and the 2015 Poets
Meet Politics award. She is currently Poet
in Residence at the Uillinn, West Cork Arts
Centre.
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Teaching
the Trumpet
Kim Moore
from the art of falling (seren books, 2015)

I say: imagine you are drinking a glass of air.
Let the coldness hit the back of your throat.
Raise your shoulders to your ears, now let
them be. Get your cheeks to grip your teeth.
Imagine you are spitting tea leaves
from your tongue to start each note
so each one becomes the beginning of a word.
Sing the note inside your head then match it.
At home lie on the floor and pile books
on your stomach to check your breathing.
Or try and pin paper to the wall just by blowing.
I say: remember the man who played so loud
he burst a blood vessel in his eye? This was
because he was drunk, although I don’t tell
them that, I say it was because he was young,
and full of himself, and far away from home.
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